Modular and bespoke
protec ve screens for the workplace

The new normal
Social distancing is one of the most effective
ways of preventing the spread of Coronavirus
and Kwik-Klik’s flexible range of robust
protective screens are helping commercial,
public and healthcare environments adapt to
the new normal.
The StaySafe screens featured in the photos on
the right are portable and re-locatable, so they
can be moved and reconfigured to provide
optimum levels of protection within a
designated space.
As well as segregating people, the
screens can be used to maintain
one-way pedestrian flows and
branded or directional
graphics can be
applied as
needed.

Our portable range of freestanding screens are
available with strong steel base supports or
castors (complete with locking brakes). Both
systems can be moved around as needed and
their hygienic surfaces are easy to keep clean and
sani sed.
White PVC panels, clear PVC screens and steel
supports combine to create a durable and stable
protec ve screen and all of the panel edges are
smooth and safe.

Portable. Flexible. Durable.

Reconfigure office
layouts to create
Covid-safe workplace
Adaptable

Optional Graphics
Reassuring for staff

Our versatile screens can be used in a
variety of environments. We have a full
range of standard sizes and bespoke
tailor-fit options.

See separate price list
for more op ons on
standard screens

Standard screens

Starting at 500mm wide our standard screens increase in increments of 250mm

1950-V

Screen height 1950mm with vision panel
750mm
1950mm

500

750

1000

1250

1500

1750

2000

Solid screens ideal
for isolating minor
works.

1950-S
Screen height 1950mm - solid panels

1950mm

500

750

1000

1250

1500

1750

2000
1500 high screens
suitable for cafes
and restaurants.

1500-V

Screen height 1500mm with vision panel
600mm
1500mm

500

750

1000

1250

1500-S
WSD

1750

2000

Add graphics to
promote goods,
services and offers

Screen height 1500mm also available as solid panels

Workstation divider screen

1500

All freestanding screens
available with castors

DTS

Desktop screen

If our standard screens do not suit
your requirements please get in touch
to discuss our bespoke tailor-fit
service.

Made to measure
Kwik-Klik also designs and installs made to
measure Protective Screens for Reception
counters of all shapes and sizes, including curved
and contoured desks.
Our experienced team will configure the
optimum screen sizes needed to provide
effective protection for staff and the
general public in high traffic areas and
we will ensure that robust
supports make our screens
safe and secure.

We have found Kwik-Klik to be very responsive to the
needs of the Trust in delivering bespoke solu ons to
provide SafeScreens to all our recep on areas and larger
open plan oﬃces.
They provided us with quick, cost eﬀec ve solu ons to
pa ent facing areas which gave our staﬀ conﬁdence to
con nue to come into work. This was a supply and ﬁt
service which was carried out with li le fuss in a clean and
safe manner.

Shane Embleton
Head of Capital Projects - Estates & Facili es Department
Bradford Teaching Hospitals NHS Founda on Trust

Making offices safer
We have adapted StaySafe Protec ve Screens for use in open
plan oﬃces including a range of desktop par on screens to
allow more employees to return to work.

Our modular systems can be
adapted to bespoke heights
and widths and our overriding
aim is to provide safe, stable
and effective screens that are
easy to clean and require no
maintenance.

Sustainable
Flexible
Adaptable
Hygienic
Cost effective
Recyclable

The white PVC panels used in
our screens are made of 85%
recycled plastic. As well as
being re-usable and relocatable, the panels are
100% recyclable at the end
of their usable life.
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